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All timings are Universal Time. (G.M.T.)

Moon's Phases
First Quarter
Full
Last Quarter
New

February 06d.12h.22m.
" 14d.23h. 53m.* 22d.17h. l5m.

March 0Id.08h.00m.

Moon at apogee (furthest from Earth)
Moon at perigee (nearest to Earth)

Feb. l2d. 05h. Diam.29' 24"
" 27d.20h. " 33'09"

The Planets
Mercury : An evening object just past greatest elongation on Jan. 3l't. (18' E.), it is best seen at the beginning of the month, as it
reaches inferior conjunction with the Sun on the l5th. It spends the month shuttling around the border of Rquarius and Capricornus.
Starting just in Aquarius, it travels I % o N.E. to reach a stationary point on the 6th. It then moves back l5o S.W. to another stationary point
on the 27tl'., having crossed back into Capricornus around the l0th. On the I't. it will set at 18.30, I % hours after sunset. On that day it
wilf lie 4' S. of the 2 day old thin crescent Moon, at mag. *0.5, diam. 7.0" and elong. l7' E. On the 28th. it rises at 06.00,3/4hour before
dawn, at mag. +1.2, diam. 9.3" and elong. 20o W.

Venus ! A morning object, which it will be until November ! Around the l2th. it will be mag.4.7,the brightest this year. Then it will
bediam.42",elong.37"W.andrisingat05.00,2'/zhoursbeforedawn. Duringthemonthittravelsl5oE.inSagittarius,endingitnear
the border with Capricornus. On the 261h. at 05.00 Venus will lie %o S. of the 27 day old Moon. An occultation will be visible from Africa
and Asia.

Mars i A very late evening / morning object. On the l*t. rising at23.20, and by the 28th. at22.00.|t moves 4' S.E. in Virgo during the
month, starting it 5o N. of the l't. mag. star Spica, Alpha Virginis. Mid month it willbe mag. -0.1, 10" diam., elong. 120'W. and rising at
22.40. Onthe 20tr'.. at 00.00 it will lie 3o N. of the nearly L.Q. Moon.

Jupiter : Following opposition last month, it is still the best placed of all the major planets, visible most of the night. On the I't. it sets
at 06.30, an hour before dawn and by the 28th. at 04.30. Still in Gemini, it travels 2' W. during the month. At the end it will lie 2o S.S.E.
of the 3'd. mag. star Epsilon Geminorum. Mid month it will be mag.15,44.2" diam.,elong. 135' E. and setting at05.20.
Saturn i Continues to be a morning object, but getting earlier. .At the beginning of the month rising just after 02.00, and by the end at
half past 12. Remaining in eastern Libra, it moves only /2" S.E. during the month. Mid month it will be mag. +0.5, disc diam. 17", rings
38.6" (inclined at22.7"), elong. 93" W. and rising at 01.00.
Titan, mag. 8.8 and elong. I 60". Greatest W. elong. on Feb. 7'h. &23'd . Createst E. elong on Feb. I 5th.

Uranus : An early evening object in southern Pisces, close to the border with Cetus. On the I'i. it sets at22.00 and on the 28th. at20.30.
During the month it travels 1.2' N.E. Mid month it will be mag. 5.9, 3.4" diam., elong. 44o E. and setting at21.10. On the 3'd. it will
lie 3' S. of the crescent Moon.

Neptune : A very early evening object, approaching solar conjunction on the 23'd.,then becoming a morning object. lt will not then
rise before dawn until well into March. Best seen at the start of February. On the I't. it sets at 18.40, I % hours after sunset. It will then
be mag. 8.0,2.2" diam. and elong.22oE. Still in western Aquarius, it moves l' N.E. during the month. At the end it will lie 0.7o N.W. of
the 5th. mag. star Sigma (57) Aqu.

Meteors
There are no major (or minor) showers for the next 2 months. The next shower will be the Virginids, peaking around the I l/l2th. April.
The NGC & IC
In 1888 the Royal Astronomical Society published a Memoir by John Dreyer, the Danish born Director of Armagh Observatory in lreland
from 1882 to l9l6 (he also spent some time observing with the 72" 'Leviathan' telescope at Birr Castle). This was titled a "New General
Catalogue ofNebulae and Clusters of Stars", with 7,840 entries. lt was an updated version of the General Catalogue of 5,079 objects
published by Sir John Herschel in 1864, based on observations made by him and his father, William.
Dreyer subsequently published an "lndex Catalogue" (lC) in 1895 listing another 1,529 objects. His "second lndex Catalogue" published
in 1908 brought the lC total up to 5,386.

Deep Skv Obiects
M36, M37, & M38 i Three open star clusters in Auriga, noted by Giovanni Hodiena around 1654, listed by Le Gentil in 1749 and
observed by Messier in 1764 and entered into his Catalogue of objects to ignore when looking for comets.

M36 (NGC 1960) ! Contains at least 60 stars, the l0 brightest being mag. 8 or 9. It lies 4,100 L.Y. away with a diam. of l5 L.y.,
apparent size l5' and integrated mag.6.0. The youngest of the trio at 25 million years. R.A. 5h.36.1m. Dec. +34o 08'
M37 (NGC 2099) : M37 is the largest at 30+ L.Y., apparent diam. 25' and int. mag. 5.6. There are at least 700 stars in the cluster,
with some 150 brighter than mag. 12., with the brightest at mag. 9.5, one of over a dozen 'red giants'. At a distance of 4,600 L.Y., it is
reckoned to be 200 million years old. R.A. 5h.52.4m.. Dec. +32 33'
M38 (NGC l9l2): The oldest of the three, with an estimated age of 220 million years. With a diameter of 25 L.Y. it has an apparent
size of 20' and int. mag. 6.4 and at least 200 members. The brightest is a yellow giant star at mag. 7 .9 and an actual luminosity of about
900 Suns. M38 is some 4,000 L.Y. away from us. R.A. 5h. 28.7m., Dec.+35o 50'

All can be seen with binoculars and are great in a telescope using a low power eyepiece.
To find them, start from Capella, mag. 0.2 Alpha (13) Aurigae. Go 18" S. to Al Nath, mag. 1,8 Beta (22)Tauri. I lo N.E. of Al Nath is
mag.2.7 Theta (37) Aur. M36 is equidistant from them, offset nearly 2o to the N.W. of a line joining them, whilst M37 is a similar
distance S.E of the line. M38 lies 2%" N.W. of M36. Thus all three are nearly in a straight line 6o long.
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